LNW—LANGUAGES—SWAHILI

WORLD LANGUAGES CENTER

LNW U101 Elementary Swahili 1 4 SH
Designed for students with very little or no prior knowledge of Swahili. Focuses on developing the student’s competency in listening, speaking, reading, and writing Swahili. An important component in Swahili language is its unique cultural application, which aspects will be highlighted as necessary to help enhance learning. Swahili is the most widely spoken language in eastern Africa and parts of countries such as Somalia, Angola, the DRC-Congo, Burundi, and Rwanda. It is also spoken by a large number of people around the world in the diaspora. This course is designed to build the learner’s ability to communicate in Swahili in different social and professional settings.

LNW U102 Elementary Swahili 2 4 SH
Continues to provide students with the opportunity to develop competency in listening, speaking, reading, and writing Swahili. Offers progressively more intense practice in spoken and written communication. An important component in Swahili language is its unique cultural application, which aspects will be highlighted as necessary to help enhance learning. Prereq. LNW U101 or permission of instructor.

LNW U911 Specialized Instruction in Swahili 1 SH
LNW U912 Specialized Instruction in Swahili 2 SH
LNW U913 Specialized Instruction in Swahili 3 SH
LNW U914 Specialized Instruction in Swahili 4 SH
Intended for students whose competence in Swahili is such that current Swahili course offerings are not appropriate and for students who wish to pursue specialized language development. Prereq. Permission of instructor and department.